Automatic transmission diagram

We provide detailed Transmission and Transfer Case Assembly Diagrams for both manual
transmissions and transfer cases. These free illustrations can assist you in identification of the
correct parts that you may need, you can also use these illustrations to assist you with proper
re-assembly of your unit. After identifying the parts you need be sure to give us a call toll free
We have a large inventory of both new and good used parts to help save you some money!
Below you will find the following manual transmission illustrations: 3 speed, 4 speed, and 5
speed transmissions. GEO Tracker 5 speed. You can view it or feel free to print and use for your
reference. This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or
service. You can also use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a
tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free
Free Technical Support. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place
text to describe a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing
Soul. General Motors is an innovator of automatic transmissions , introducing the Hydra-Matic
in Through the s, all makers were working on their own automatic transmission, with four more
developed inside GM alone. All of GM's early automatic transmissions were replaced by
variants of the Turbo-Hydramatic by the s. The Turbo-Hydramatic was used by all GM divisions,
and formed the basis for the company's modern Hydramatic line. The basic rear-wheel drive
Turbo-Hydramatic spawned two front-wheel drive variants, the transverse Turbo-Hydramatic ,
and the longitudinal Turbo-Hydramatic A third variant was the light-duty rear wheel drive
Turbo-Hydramatic used in many European models. The next-generation transmissions,
introduced in the early s, were the electronic Hydra-Matics based on the Turbo-Hydramatic
design. Most early electronic transmissions use the "-E" designator to differentiate them from
their non-electronic cousins, but this has been dropped on transmissions with no mechanical
version like the new GM 6L80 transmission. Today, GM uses a simple naming scheme for their
transmissions, with the "Hydra-Matic" name used on most automatics across all divisions. Ford
led the design of the speed transmission, as well as filing the design patents for said
transmission. According to an official report by the SAE Society of Automotive Engineers the
design of the speed gearbox is essentially all Ford, while GM was responsible for designing the
9-speed 9T transverse automatic gearbox. As part of their joint-venture, Ford will let GM use the
speed transmission with rights to modify and manufacture it for their own applications.
In-exchange for Ford's speed transmission, General Motors will let Ford use its 9-speed
transmission for front-wheel drive applications; Ford ultimately declined use of the 9T. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. Ate Up With Motor. Retrieved SAE
International. Retrieved 20 March Archived from the original PDF on General Motors. Platforms
Transmissions Hybrids Vehicles. William C. Category Commons. Categories : General Motors
transmissions Opel Lists of automobile transmissions. Hidden categories: CS1 errors: external
links Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. GVWR rating. They explain
procedures for disassembly, inspection, adjustment and assembly of vehicles and parts. Each
section contains diagnostic, disassembly, repair, and installation procedures, along with
complete specifications and tightening references. Use of this manual will aid in properly
performing any service necessary to maintain or restore the high levels of performance and
reliability designed into this Mitsubishi vehicle. Tag : , Mitsubishi , Outlander. All models, and all
engines are included. Tag : , , , , Carnival , Kia , Sedona. The contents are classified into
sections each of which is given a section number as indicated in the Table of Contents on
following page. And on the first page of each individual section is an index of that section. Tag :
, Suzuki , Swift. It contains useful information and tips that will help you repair and maintain
your vehicle. This manual is divided into several sessions as follows:. Tag : , , , , Aveo ,
Chevrolet. The actual wiring of each system circuit is shown from the point where the power
source is received from the battery as far as each ground point. All circuit diagrams are shown
with the switches in the OFF position. Popular Post. In this K Service Repair Manual Mitsubishi
Outlander. Toyota Camry Wiring Diagram Electrical. Diberdayakan oleh Blogger. You can be
methodical and cover all the bases during a rebuild and still things can go wrong. As with just
about [â€¦]. Although I focus great attention on how a transmission is built, installation and
proper adjustment after the unit is installed are just as important to durability and longevity. To
get longevity and durability, a transmission must be properly installed and adjusted, which
means a methodical approach to getting a fresh transmission into service. Think of a torque
converter like a water wheel in an old saw mill: the waterwheel is driven by fluid in motion. A
torque converter works on the same principleâ€”a fluid coupling or clutch [â€¦]. Automatic
transmission function, in theory, is simple. In practice, it is quite complex and has been worked
out by powertrain engineers determined to give you smooth and reliable operation for at least ,

miles. To get there, you have to have a hydraulic control system that gives you all those things
you want and expect [â€¦]. It is a heavyduty 3-speed [â€¦]. Versions of the C4 have also been
produced for big-blocks. For the sake of simplicity and space I primarily cover a C4 teardown in
this book. C4 teardown technique generally applies to the C6 as well, though there are some
distinct differences in the ford c6 transmission and ford c4 transmission. Because automatic
transmissions encompass dozens of tiny partsâ€”clips, balls, pins, valves, springs, and other
itemsâ€”your workspace must be well-lit, neat, orderly. Ford had a fundamental challenge to its
direction and future in the late sâ€”how to shed a stodgy image and dated technology. This
effort began with a new generation of skirted-block FE-series V-8 engines in In , Ford introduced
its lightweight-iron Falcon and Comet sixes. The degree Fairlane small-block V-8s followed in
Prior [â€¦]. Discussion in ' Technical Chat ' started by gearcruncher , Aug 7, Log in or Sign up.
Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get
full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: 4. Transmission- 5 Speed
automatic write up with pics for second gen 4 liter trucks Discussion in ' Technical Chat '
started by gearcruncher , Aug 7, Post Reply. This is your 5 speed toyota automatic transmission
that became available for and up Toyota Tacomas. This transmission is the only transmission
behind the 4 liter engine. If this is not your transmission , click on my username under posts I
have started and look for your transmission. Too many members are missing this very
important part of the procedure I try to update this post at least once per week. Keep an eye on
my latest edits Are you here because you may have a problem. I suggest reading through all the
links below before you come to a conclusion. There is a tonne of information listed below. When
it comes to transmissions , its better if you take your time and read slowly. Transgo finally made
a kit for the A These kits are " NOT " designed to make the transmission shift aggressive. They
are designed to compensate for internal valve body wear and correct common issues due to
design flaws. It looks like the kit may assist with the early converter clutch application that we
are all complaining about. ATSG overhaul manual. Last edited: Nov 28, Caliejay , libagui ,
wmchenry02 and 14 others like this. RacecarGuy , Aug 7, I have seen far too many members
checking the fluid level and finding out it was low directly from the factory. Toyota dealerships "
do not" check the fluid on the sealed unit when they sell you the truck. With this said ,many of
you have been driving with a low fluid condition for long periods of time. If you are reading this
post ,you are here because now you have a problem with the transmission and it has slowly
taken its time to show itself. Hopefully you catch it before too much damage is done. For you
daily drivers in stop and go traffic If you have overheated your fluid You need to flush it. This is
directly from Aisn warner who built your transmission , not Toyota. This issue is known to
cause driveability issues and a lot of members think its a transmission problem. A combination
of mechanical spool valves and electrical solenoids are used to acheive lock up. Valve body
wear is very common and all we as users can do about it is keep our oil super clean For you
guys with high mileage If you suspect a converter issue , replace the SLU solenoid and change
" all" the transmission fluid. The SLU solenoid can also be adjusted. Turning the screw in will
increase pressure and possibly fix a shudder. Do not turn it in more than 1 turn. Tap the brake
pedal when you feel the truck vibrate. Tapping the brake will manipulate the brake switch and
turn the converter lock up clutch off. If the vibration goes away for a couple seconds , the lock
up clutch or an engine missfire is your issue. This can " usually " be fixed by simply flushing
your trans fluid. Some guys are getting owned because they didnt road force balance their tires
using the Haweka adpater tsu Lubeguard is well know in the transmission industry and works
amazing for fixing converter shudders. You can see the product lower down in the threads. I
would not post about Lubeguard if it didnt work. This post is designed to save you money , not
waste it replacing your torque converter. In the illustration below , its going to show you how to
pick out a missfire. That vibration you are trying to pinpoint at a certain speed can be dublicated
in your driveway if the issue is engine related.. Is it the wiring harness or SLT solenoid? Last
edited: Jan 14, Benny , DocME , Scojo64 and 11 others like this. Try changing your transmission
fluid first. Its going to make things easier to come out of park when you try and start your truck
when you get back in the truck. We should feel nothing because the shifter cable is no longer
connected to the transmission. If the shifter is still tight to move , we know that the issue
resides in the cable or the plastic shifter cover. A quick lube job is going to fix that up. Next ,
with the shifter cable removed from the transmission lever , try and manually move that
transmission lever by hand. You should feel click , click , click and it should be fairly easy to
move with your hands. If you cant move it by hand , remove the PRNDL switch shown on page
16 at this link , it shows the switch in question. Spray the heck out of it. Might have to work it
back and forth a little but its going to free up. You should have the wheels blocked when you do
this. Go to rear of truck and manually push it by hand to verify the truck is actually in park. Go
back under the truck and check to see if the shifter cable lines up perfectly with the hole in the

transmission lever. If it doesnt line up , adjust the shifter cable until it fits perfectly into the
transmission lever. The adjustment is under the shift counsole. Once the cable is aligned with
the transmission shift lever , verify the truck will only start in park and nuetral. Key Fob issues.
Older tacomas are well known for wear in the steering column. Sometimes that tiny computer
chip on your set of keys doesnt agree with what the computer in your truck gets to see. Grab
the steering column and shake it violently as you try and turn the key. Now , start the truck and
verify you can smoothly shift through all the gears. Has the shifter freed up or is it still really
tight? If its still tight with the engine running , remove all ground straps and clean them
spotless. Add additional ground straps if you please. I have seen vehicles catch on fire for this
very reason. When the ground wires on circuits get old and corroded , they no longer function
properly and loose contact with ground. Guess what your shifter cable just became? The
ground wire from your transmission to the vehicle body. I have replaced many melted shifter
cables. The shifter cable becomes the vehicles ground and the plastic outer shield will actually
melt to the inner cable. This is more noticeable on todays vehichles with all the fancy control
motors and electronics as they draw much more amperage in comparison to older cars and
trucks. With the non metal box on our trucks all we have is the frame and truck cab to rely on
for our grounding needs. A little sand paper used to clean those ground straps usually fixes the
problem but you can always add a couple more straps to be safe. Some guys are too late and
the cable is fried. Some guys replace the cable without replacing or cleaning the grounds only
to have the same issue again. Last edited: Feb 12, Benny likes this. OZ-T , Nov 15, Hunter side
steps. Plasti-dipped upper fenders and emblems. C channel front bumper. Is that Dr tranny ok in
ours. I've read they're very picky about the fluid that's in th nd changing the viscosity seems like
might cause an adverse effect? Shift kits are nothing but trouble. Don't get one. Spoonman ,
Nov 15, Only if this one actually made the shifts super firm and crisp ahhhh so awesome lol.
Last edited: Jan 12, Ae diagnosis 1. Last edited: Oct 23, GPsevinSixx likes this. Last edited: Sep
4, Last edited: May 18, Slip and stub on driveshaft shown on you tube as cause of take off
shudder? The guy doesnt explain anything in the video other than showing some play. That
being said , we dont know if the stub portion of the driveshaft in the video is brand new or he
has a fresh coat of blue paint on the splines. Last edited: Mar 30, Reminds me of the old Slick 50
infomercials that used to come on late night on the cheasy cable channels. MonkeyProof , Nov
16, I remember the slick Dont recall if it worked or not. You wont see Lubeguard on any
telelvision commercials. You wont see it in Wally world either. You will see it stocked in
transmission shops and in the back of dealerships becuase it does what it says. Common
symptoms withthis DTC can include possible delayed engagement into Reverse or Drive and
possible harsh gearengagement when shifting between Park or Neutral into all other gears.
Follow the procedure in thisTSB to determine if this service bulletin is applicable and to repair
the vehicle. Repair Procedure Overview 1. If DTC cannot be duplicated, examine indicated wire
harness electrical connector and JunctionBlock for evidence of liquid or corrosion. Last edited:
Mar 23, Gearcruncher, like yourself, I am not a WS fan either. Can you elaborate more details on
why, and what you believe is the better or best fluid. Personally, I flushed my trans by
disconnecting the cooler hose and purging. Probably going to be too slippery for the TC lockup,
but so far no shudders or anything odd. I had read somewhere, that a simple DIY shift mod to
firm the shift but can't find it now. PMK , Nov 22, Type WS World standard. Last edited: Jan 18,
Show Ignored Content. Lubegard Dr. Username or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? If you have
any problems with repair automatic transmission and you need information about rebuild, so in
this section of our site you will find a guide for automatic transmission repair, schemes and
download manuals. Common defects, ranging from problems with deterioration of the
automatic gearbox for example, problems with solenoids and torque converter , ending the
breakdowns leading to the overhaul of gearboxes where already there is a p
2012 suzuki sx4 owners manual
chevy silverado stereo system
2000 jeep cherokee service manual
roblem with the valve body or with the friction clutch are considered in this part. Simply
selection the type of gearbox, and go to a web page with repair manual information. You can
download the necessary manual for automatic transmission on the page with information about
your model and type. With these data, you can not only make the repair of the automatic
gearbox or at least receive appropriate information about what is defective , also you can
prevent further problems with your vehicle and AT. Manuals If you have any problems with
repair automatic transmission and you need information about rebuild, so in this section of our
site you will find a guide for automatic transmission repair, schemes and download manuals.
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